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Abstract
In order to achieve accurate tumors margin detection, nano-particles are 
being used for more detailed nuclear imaging. The resolution of nuclear 
imaging systems is very limited and therefore, magnification is needed. For 
magnified imaging, a single pinhole collimator (typically a double cone 
shape), between the object and the gamma detector, can collect magnified 
projections. The sensitivity in gamma imaging systems such as SPECT using 
a pinhole collimator, is inversely proportional to the square of the object to

pinhole distance. However, the projection size on the gamma detector 
(which is relative to the size of the object) is determined by the ratio of the 
distance between detector to pinhole and the distance between pinhole to 
object. The sensitivity of the pinhole SPECT system must increase severely 
for using nano-particles in nuclear imaging. Thus, a multiple pinhole 
SPECT is used. A novel configuration utilizes improved sensitivity efficiency 
with no resolution reduction for nano-particles objects imaging. The gamma 
imaging system is based on time multiplexing super resolution method 
using variable and dynamic pinhole arrays.
Key words: Nano-particles; Phytochemicals; Organic preservative; 
Refined palm kernel oil; Storage stability

One of the main problems in cancer resection surgeries is the recurrence

of the disease after tumor resection surgery [1,2]. In order to prevent a local 
recurrence of the disease and a reoperation procedure, a complete excision is 
critical. Currently, following the surgical procedure, routine histological 
tests are usually done for tumor margins examinations [3]. Through the past 
few years, a few intraoperative tumor margin detection methods have been 
developed with some success. However, a highly sensitive and specific 
intraoperative tumor margin detection technique is still required that will 
decrease the recurrence of the cancer and the need of repeated medial 
operation [4,5]. This high sensitivity detection is much more crucial when 
the cancerous tissue growth nearby neurological systems, and it is hazardous 
to resect an extra tissue [6,7]. 

 Several techniques have been developed over the years in order to 
achieve better tumor margins visualization, such as: CT, MRI and 
fluorescence imaging. However, those methods have limited resolution 
derived from tissue displacement during operation, and other 
problems [8,9].

 Numerous research groups have used Gold Nanoparticles 
(GNPs) biomarkers as imaging contrast agents and also for other 
biomedical applications such as drug delivery and therapeutics. These nano-
particles are specifically targeted to attach the surface of cancer cells 
(Figure 1). 

  Therefore, accurate tumors margin detection is needed [10,11]. One of 
the main methods for functional imaging used today is nuclear imaging. 
Two major techniques are used in the field of human clinical 
radionuclide imaging: Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography 
(SPECT) and Positron Emission Tomography (PET). These techniques 
are especially important for fields such as: Highly sensitive molecular 
imaging in the study of human diseases, the testing of new 
pharmaceuticals, the development of new tracers for imaging and the 
understanding of biological mechanisms [12,13].

Figure 1) The active targeting using nano-particles attach to the surface of 
cancer cells

The use of a collimator in SPECT systems is due to the disadvantage of a
gamma camera, in that despite its ability to absorb gamma photon emission,
it cannot provide information on the direction from which it was emitted
[14,15]. A parallel hole collimator made of lead is placed in front of the
gamma camera and allows photons at only zero-degree angle to reach the
gamma detector. The disadvantage of using a collimator is in blocking many
photons and thus severely impairing the efficiency of detection [16,17].
Another disadvantage of this technique is in obtaining an unmagnified
imaging system where the image size depends directly on the size of the
detector. Since lenses are not used in the gamma system, in order to obtain
magnification, the collimator is replaced with a pinhole [18,19]. Unlike a
collimator, the pinhole replaces a lens and provides the information about
the direction from which the photon is emitted. In this way the gamma
detector can absorb photons from different angles and not just zero-degree
angled photons as well as provide magnification capability in the imaging
system. The magnification is determined by the ratio of the distances
between the pinhole to the detector and the object to the pinhole [20,21].
Using a M-magnification system is equivalent to using a detector with a M-
resolution better. The imaging system characteristics determined by the
shape, size and material of the pinhole. The main disadvantage of the
pinhole is the aperture size that limits the number of photons that can
eventually reach the detector [22,23].
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magnification as well as high sensitivity (due to the large number of 
pinholes) and on the other hand to avoid the loss of information due the 
OTF's zero points that affect the reconstruction image, we propose a novel 
approach [46,47]. Based on our previous work, presenting a lensless imaging 
concept of a multi Variable Coded Aperture (VCA) design for far field and 
near field imaging, we apply this new approach to gamma radiation imaging 
applications. In this research we present coded aperture design with variable 
multi pinhole array and time multiplexing for gamma imaging applications 
[48,49]. By using variable array with time multiplexing approach although 
each static array of time interval has zero points in its OTF, the overall 
variable array maintains higher spatial frequencies of the object. The design 
of a time variated multi-pinhole array instead of a static multi-pinhole is 
essential to avoid the loss of information. A time multiplexed variable multi 
pinhole array creates the complement encoding aperture with minimum 
loss of information in compare to the static multi-pinhole array with the 
same number of pinholes [50]. Simplicity and flexibility are the main 
advantages of such a system and allow a wide range of array design options. 
The array design parameters determine the characteristics of the gamma 
imaging system such as the sensitivity efficiency improvement factor and the 
Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). While preserving the same image quality, the 
proposed design shortens the scan time. Additionally, since the system 
allows magnification it enables usage for human clinical radionuclide 
imaging as well as for biological research with small-animal objects imaging. 
The concept is modular and allows its integration into an existing gamma 
system to improve its performance[51-53].

The time multiplexed captured image is reconstructed to the final image. 
The final image is obtained after properly processing the captured image 
during the multi pinhole array variation. The time multiplexing image is 
equivalent to the sum of a set of L captured images. The variable states of 
the multi-pinhole array are composed of L static pinholes arrays (array for 
each time interval). Each time state array designed differently and have 
different parameters such as spacing d (the pitch of the holes in the array). 
The distances between the pinholes in the same array time state are not 
necessarily equal. While changing the pinholes distances in each time 
interval of the coding part, the distance between the planes (U,V) that 
determines the magnification remain constant. The size of the pinholes (δ) 
can be constant or can be changed according to the parameters design[54].

We examine the case of a single pinhole to understand the operation 
principle of the proposed configuration. The pinhole is acting as lens and 
the imaging is obtained in contrast to the array of channels[55-58].

The magnification ratio of the imaging system is:

In the case of an array of multi-pinholes the same operation principle is 
obtained. However, this time the image obtained at the image plane 
consists of overlapped image replications of the inspected object from each 
pinhole. Let examine a simple case of odd number of pinholes with central 
pinhole and equal distances between pinholes[59-64]. 

 The distances between replications are proportional to the pitch d 
between the pinholes in the multi-pinhole array. Thus, the captured image 
obtained is:

Where N is the number of pinholes and s(x) is the image captured with a
single pinhole. The result is spatially low passed (with reduced spatial
resolution). This can be seen by computing the spectrum of the spatial
distribution of Eq. 2:

MATERIALS AND METHODS

In order to solve this problem and increase the sensitivity of the system, a 
multi-pinhole array can be used. Such an array structure increases the 
aperture of the imaging system and thus allows simultaneous capture of the 
gamma projection and increase the number of photons [24,25]. This multi-
pinhole structure can also be used to obtain a 3D imaging with only one 
gamma detector. There are several methods to get a 3D gamma imaging 
system. One method for gamma systems uses a dynamic structure in which 
an array of detectors rotates relative to the object but thereby increases the 
scanning time when in terms of convenience, it is most common to rotate 
the detectors array while the object is stationary [26,27]. Another method of 
obtaining 3D gamma imaging is by using a stationary multi-pinhole array 
with simultaneous capture. This stationary structure is suited for dynamic 
scans with short scan time. When using a multiple pinholes array there are 
duplicates of the object on the gamma detector that can cause overlapping 
problems. Reconstruction algorithms (analytic or iterative) are used, such as 
the iterative method of Ordered Subsets Expectation Maximization 
(OSEM), to reconstruct the image from overlapped projections in a 
multiplexed multi-pinhole SPECT system [28,29]. There are number of 
considerations for designing a multi-pinhole array that affect the features of 
the gamma imaging system such as: The size and number of the pinholes, 
the acceptance angle, the distances of the system components 
(magnification) and the overlapping degree (multiplexing of the pinhole 
projections on the detector). Focusing all pinholes to a small volume of 
interest can achieve sensitivity improvements as obtained in focused multi-
pinhole gamma systems [30,31].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the field of nuclear medicine, the first system with a multi-pinhole array 
was presented by Vogel. The multi-pinhole array was consisting 
of seven pinhole the transferred seven non-overlapping projections on the 
gamma detector [32,33]. This array structure was designed to achieve 3D 
imaging rather than to improve sensitivity of the 2D image. A similar system 
with an optimized multi-pinhole array was presented by Ivanovic, acquiring 
a nonmultiplexed projections over a limited angular range. Others 
stationary SPECT systems with no overlapping projections have been 
suggested based on a larger number of single pinhole detectors [34,35]. 
SPECT systems that perform gamma imaging from multiplexed projection 
data (overlapping pinhole projections), were introduced by Meikle and 
Wilson, consisting of one or more multi-pinhole detectors rotating around 
the object. Another method using a synthetic aperture was introduced by 
Wilson. The synthetic aperture data was collected from one direction but 
for different distances of pinhole to detector [36,37]. Other multi-pinhole 
designs for SPECT system have been suggested, with various of properties. 
Another approach to the overlapping problems is the usage of Coded 
Aperture Imaging (CAI). Mertz and Young were the first to introduce a 
coded aperture system for imaging X-ray stars, using an off-axis Fresnel zone 
plate. The decoding process was done by using coherent light. Appling to 
nuclear medical imaging, Barrett et al. used this method for planar 2D 
imaging and limited 3D imaging of small objects [38,39]. There system 
consisted of a grid of lead, placed in front of the object to reduce the 
background associated with CAI and to enable continuous imaging of the 
gamma-ray sources performed by the off axis zone plate [40,41]. For the X-
ray astronomy field, Dicke suggested number of random pinholes, with an 
average transmission of 50% as a design of CAI. Over the years, many other 
have tried to suggest improvements to the X-ray and gamma ray imaging 
systems [42,43]. Accorsi adapted the CAI technique to near field geometry 
of medical imaging. The common problem for all those suggested multi-
pinhole and coded aperture designs is the narrow Optical Transfer 
Function (OTF) that causes loss of information. Both the OTF of a single 
pinhole and the OTF of multi-pinhole array causes loss of information due 
to the zero points in the OTF that affect the final reconstruction [44,45].

The imaging concept

In order to obtain the advantages of multi-pinhole and coded aperture 
arrays on one hand, that provides improved resolution through 
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Where S(µ) and F(µ) are the Fourier transforms as follow:

Therefore, F (µ) is basically a low pass filter that cuts off the high spatial
frequencies of the imaged object. The cut off frequency is roughly
proportional to:

The smallest spatial feature in the imaging system is proportional to Nd 
(image plane) or Nd/M (object plane). Increasing the number of pinholes 
in the array will increase the sensitivity efficiency factor proportionally for 
2D array design. The resolution of s (x) is limited by the pinhole size. 
However, the overall resolution is reduced to the limit described by Eq. 5 
due to the summation[60-64]. From optics point of view (regardless to the 
detector resolution), we denote the wavelength, the size of the pinhole and 
the size of the smallest feature in the image plane. The following resolution 
limitation is obtained by:

The variable imaging system capture L images while changing the pinholes
array between each capture while trying to recover the original resolution of
Eq. 6 by applying matrix inversion. This is our applied super resolved
algorithm.

By changing the pitch d of the holes in the pinholes array in each time
interval we get different filters as we can see in the next equations:

and in general:

Where SR (l) (µ) is the Fourier transform of the L set of images:

Each filter causes a loss of information due to each array OTF and this will
damage the reconstruction. In the following example one can see the areas
in the filter (frequency domain) where there will be zero points with loss of
information. For N=3 and equal d we get:

Where sR is the obtained spatial and SR is the obtained spectral
distributions.

Here we can see areas (zero points) in frequency domain where some of the
object information lost and cannot be reconstructed (Figure 2). P.T.F.
stands for Pinhole Transfer Function and it represents a relative unit that is
normalized to the transfer function of a single pinhole and equal to 1
(100%) for a single pinhole.

Figure 2) The F (µ) filter: FFT of the LPF and the spectral areas with loss of 
information due to zero points in the spectral area. The pinholes array filter 
with N=3 (black) and with N=5 (red)

In order minimize the loss of information we need to preserve all the spatial
frequencies of the original object image. We control three free parameters
in our configuration design: The spatial position of the pinholes in each
array state, the number of pinholes in each array state and the capture time
interval for each pinhole array state. We choose the parameters such that
there will be no information and frequency loss in the filters' sum G (µ):

We denote by sR (l) (x) as the l image out of the L images summed at the
detector to the captured image. In the next examples the time intervals are
equal although it is not obligatory and can controlled to control the energy
level contributed by each array state in the set to the overall sum G (µ).

The original image s(x) is extracted from the set of images sR (l) (x) by using
the inverse of the filters sum G(µ) with better sensitivity efficiency and
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SNR. The reconstruction algorithm is performed in the spatial plane
(Fourier):

Hence, the sensitivity efficiency improvement factor is:

The first term in the equation is the ratio between total the number of 
pinholes in the array states (N) and number of array states (L). Note, that L 
is related to time axis. 

  The second term in the equation is the ratio between the area of the 
pinhole in the array system and the area of the pinhole in the single pinhole 
system. Reducing the value of δ array improves resolution while affecting the 
radiation activity. In multi-pinhole array systems aiming to improve 
sensitivity efficiency regardless to resolution, the pinholes size can be equals 
to single pinhole system (the second term equals 1). 

  The resolution improvement of the multi-pinhole array system when 
compared to M=1 system is proportional to the magnification M. 
Notice that the inverse filter has some disadvantages of noise amplification 
and thus other filters and algorithms can be used in the system 
reconstruction, according to the proper application, for example 
matched filter, Wiener filter, Tikhonov regularization, Richardson-Lucy 
algorithm and more.

The multi-pinhole arrays design

An array design in one dimension were simulated to investigate the 
parameters of the variable mutli-pinhole array system. The time multiplex 
configuration consisted of three array states for three time intervals of the 
accumulation process. The configuration of the three array states were with 
one pinhole for the first array, two pinholes for the second state and three 
pinholes for the third state. 

 The 1D design of the array states were simulated according to the 
mentioned above conditions. In those simulations, the considerations 
of the design were to prevent zero points in the spectral filters’ sum G(µ) 
and that the value of the filters’ sum G(µ) transmission will be higher 
than the reference filter value in the region of interest (Figure 3). Note 
that in 1D design that were used although that there were two narrow 
spectral bands with the sum G(µ) lower in respect to the single pinhole 
system, the spectral information was preserved but with higher noise.    
However, the overall outcome of the time multiplexed array was still 
better than the results of single pinhole system. We note the P.T.F. x 1 
time unit as P.T.F.T.-the Pinholes’ Transfer Function computed in 
relative units. The transmission of one pinhole multiplied by the scan time 
of one image of time interval from the set of L, equal to one unit of P.T.F.T. 
The total accumulation time/L, equal to one time unit.

Figure 3) Simulation of the 1D time multiplexed design (space domain and 
frequency domain): (a). The filter F1 related to the first array state; (b). The 
filter F2 related to the second array state; (c). The filter F3 related to the last 
array state; (d). The overall filter - sum of F1, F2, F3 (red) as compared to a 
single pinhole (coarse line blue). The straight green line is the reference level 
(maximum level of single pinhole).

Experiment Results. In the next experiments the SPECT system was the GE
Discovery NM/CT 670. The characteristics of the nuclear gamma detector
were: 3/8” (9.5 mm) crystal thickness: 59 circular PMT's-53 × 3” (76 mm)
and 6 × 1.5” (38 mm); Intrinsic spatial resolution: 3.6 mm; Usable field of
view (UFOV): 54 × 40 cm ± 0.5 cm. The arrays (three array states) were
made of lead with tungsten pinhole inserts. The pinhole insert diameter (δ):
4.45 mm; the distances of the setup were of magnification of 1: The
distance between the object to the array (U): 14 cm; the distance between
the array to the gamma detector distance (V): 14 cm; acceptance angle was:
750. The gamma radiation experimental validations were performed in the
laboratories of General Electric Healthcare, Haifa, Israel and in the Nuclear
Medicine unit at Shaare Zedek Medical Center, Jerusalem, Israel. The
gamma system was configured and controlled according to the simulations
parameters with super position of single pinhole. The object was a lead bar
phantom (Figure 4). The results of the gamma system with bar phantom as
an object are shown in Figure 5. The results showed the improvements of
the 1D time multiplexed multi-pinhole array system (with 1D configuration
mentioned above), compared with the reference single pinhole system. We
achieved sensitivity efficiency improvement factor of 2.333 and SNR
improvement factor of. The resolution (the same pinholes diameter) and
scan time of both systems was the same. The next experiment was
performed to emphasize the improvement of the proposed time multiplexed
multi-pinhole system. With the single pinhole system an object (coin) was
imaged in with short accumulation time (18 sec). The object was not
recognized with 18 sec scan time in the captured image. Then, the same
object was imaged with the time multiplexed multi-pinhole system with the
same accumulation time (18 sec). Now, the object was well recognized as the
result of the same object imaged with the single pinhole system after long
accumulation time (42 sec).
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Figure 4 a) The overall size of the bar phantom object (made of lead): 
16-7/8" × 16-7/8" (43 × 43 cm), with the bar widths of: 1/4", 1/8", 3/16" 
and 5/32" (6.35, 3.18, 4.77, 3.97 mm); b) The bar phantom plate object in 
the radiation nuclear imaging NM/CT 670 SPECT system

Figure 5) The results of the gamma radiation nuclear imaging system: (a) 
The reference image of the single pinhole system; (b) The captured image of 
the 1D time multiplexed multi-pinhole array system; (c) The reconstructed 
image of the 1D time multiplexed multi-pinhole array system with sensitivity 
efficiency improvement factor of 2.333 and better SNR

Thus, using the proposed concept, the time scan improvement factor was of 
2.333. In order to correct the dome effect of the detector a uniformity 
correction was performed. The experiment results are shown. The 
comparison of SNR between the systems are presented in Table 1 and 
(Figure 6).

Single pinhole system (avg. 
counts) accumulation time: 
42 sec

Multi-pinhole
system (avg.

counts)
accumulation
time: 18sec

Signal Noise (Std) Signal Noise (Std)

Object 4.061305 0.313631 4.242393 0.222412

Background 4.475837 0.2993 4.564631 0.26209

TABLE 1 
The experiment SNR calculated results: The comparison of the imaged 
coin in the two systems.

Figure 6) Results of the coin object experiments (comparing scan time): (a) 
The single pinhole system image obtained after short scan time (18 sec)-the 
coin was not recognized; (b) The single pinhole system image obtained after 
long scan time (42 sec)-the coin was recognized; (c) The time multiplexed 
multi-pinhole array system image after short scan time (18 sec)-the captured 
image before reconstruction; (d) Reconstructed image-the coin was 
recognized after short scan time (18 sec); (e) Reconstructed image after dome 
effect correction

By achieving those improvements, it enables to short the scan time by the
factor correlated to the parameters of the time multiplexed multi-pinhole
array system. Since the resolution of the system is related to the pinhole
diameter, we compared the performance based on different pinholes size:
Using 2 mm pinhole diameter for higher resolution (but with low counting
rate and lower sensitivity) and 4.45 mm pinhole diameter for lower
resolution (but with high counting rate and higher sensitivity). The single
pinhole system was compared with the time multiplexed multi-pinhole array
system using 2 mm pinholes (higher resolution) but now with higher
sensitivity due to the high number of pinholes in the array). In the next
experiment to show the resolution improvement of the time multiplexed
multi-pinhole array system (with the same gamma radiation activity and
scan time as compared to the single pinhole system), we used the follow
ratio:

The object was the bar phantom plate. The pinhole of the single pinhole
system was with pinhole insert diameter (δ) of 4.45 mm while the pinholes
of time multiplexed multi-pinhole array system were with pinhole insert
diameter (δ) of 2 mm. The two pinhole inserts are shown in Figure 7. The
improvement factor of the time multiplexed multi-pinhole array with 1D
array design compared to the single pinhole system using 2 mm pinhole
diameter in both systems is the total number of seven pinholes/three array
states=2.333. The ratio of gamma radiation activity comparing two single
pinhole systems, one of 2 mm pinhole diameter, and the second of 4.45
mm pinhole diameter is according to the ratio of the pinholes area (Eq. 14).
By using a 2D design based on the same 1D design mentioned above, will
give improvement factor of 5.667. The results of the resolution
improvement of the time multiplexed multi-pinhole array system are shown
in Figure 8.

Figure 7a) The two types of pinhole inserts made of tungsten: 2 mm (top) 
and 4.45 mm (bottom); b) The design of the 2 mm pinhole insert; c) The 
design of the 4.45 mm pinhole insert
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Figure 8) Comparison of the systems with the same scan time (Sensitivity 
efficiency and SNR): a) The single pinhole system of 4.45 mm pinhole 
diameter with low resolution; b) The single pinhole system of 2 mm pinhole 
diameter with low sensitivity efficiency; c) Time multiplexed multi-pinhole 
array system of 2 mm pinholes diameter with high resolution and sensitivity 
efficiency

CONCLUSION

In this paper, the first step towards developing a variable multiple pinhole
nuclear imaging for gamma and x-rays systems was presented with the ability
to obtain high resolution and high sensitivity for accurate tumors margin
detection using targeted Nano-particles. This was accomplished by using
known designs of multiple pinhole array coded aperture. We demonstrated
that the desirable improvement can be achieved without changing the image
resolution and without increasing the image acquisition time. The proposed
concept was validated numerically and experimentally. The system can
obtain depth information and 3D images using VCA system. The main
challenge is the design considerations and the influence of the various
parameters on the obtainable results. The experiments showed the system
advantages: Short data acquisition time, reducing radioactive doses and
radiation, high resolution images, improved SNR, simplicity and low cost.
The method can be applied for near and far field systems and for many
applications achieving the advantages that pinholes optics can offer.
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